Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of
Blown Away by Rob Biddulph
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids
members.

Liam Hill, age 5
I liked it when they were flying on
their kite, because it was very funny
and made me laugh. They were all
dangling down from a kite train. The
seal got tangled and then he joined
the kite train.
I also liked it when the penguin got
another kite and the monkey used it
to go back to the jungle.
I can make lots of sounds when
reading the book, like when they fall
into the jungle and go
AAAAAAAAAARRRGGGGHHHH!
I also really like the funny
pictures in the book with the
cheeky monkey hiding and Mr
Snappy the crocodile ice cream man. The cheeky monkey is
everywhere!
Mummy read the book to me but I can also read it myself by sounding out the
words. I sometimes need a bit of help with the tricky words.

Alexander Reiff, age 3 and mum
We loved it! If you love Oliver Jeffers, you'll love this. Great
illustrations which add to the story line so well. Simple story but so
much to talk about.
When you are asked to read a book four times, one after the other, you know it's
been a success! The text is so lovely and the illustrations are so brilliant! From
the blue hues of the ice to the vibrant colours of the jungle there is so much to

look at and talk about. What is a penguin doing in the jungle? Why is that
monkey looking so uncomfortable? Great for a very inquisitive 3 year old. It's
definitely a book that will be read and read. If you love Oliver Jeffers, you'll
love this.

George Reece, age 6 and mum
Lovely heart warming story and wonderfully illustrated.
George was able to read this book for himself and his little brother enjoyed
looking at the pictures. The story was simple but very effective and left us all
with a smile on our faces. A lovely read.

Eleanor Haines, age 2 and mum
A lovely tale about a penguin who has a new kite and gets blown
away on an adventure, taking friends with him along the way.
Lots to see and talk about on each page, cute animals (Wibur was definitely
Eleanor's favorite, 'oh mum, he's soo cute!') We also loved that it rhymed. I find
a rhyming book helps keep little ones attention and the story flows a lot better.
Eleanor found it hilarious that the monkey snuck home with them at the end and
she had great fun trying to spot him on the last few pages.
It was definitely a thumbs up from us!

Nicola Laverty and Ruby, age 5
We loved the gentle rhyming text of this book and Ruby was very
taken with Blue, the main character and his friends. She absolutely
loved the page where the elephant blows them home.
A lovely book to share again and again.

